CT Protocols for Cardiac

CTA Cardiac Aquilion ONE

12122 CTA Cardiac Coronary Arteries without and with IV Contrast
12119 CTA Cardiac ED Chest Pain without and with IV Contrast
12121 CTA Cardiac Post Graft without and with IV Contrast
15456 CTA Cardiac Structures without and with IV Contrast
15457 CTA Cardiac Structures Congenital without and with IV Contrast
12149 CT Calcium Score without IV Contrast

CTA Cardiac Aquilion PRIME

12119 CTA Cardiac ED Chest Pain without and with IV Contrast
12121 CTA Cardiac Post Graft without and with IV Contrast
15456 CTA Cardiac Structures without and with IV Contrast
15457 CTA Cardiac Structures Congenital without and with IV Contrast
12149 CT Calcium Score without IV Contrast

14099 CTA Peds Chest Gated with IV Contrast
with instructions for pediatric patient with history of Fontan procedure

15337 CTA Chest Pulmonary Artery Fontan with IV Contrast

14262 CTA Aorta TAVR with IV Contrast
12127 CTA Chest Aorta with IV Contrast
12130 CTA Chest Pulmonary Vein with IV Contrast

Gating Key

Prospective Gating

Retrospective Gating without and with dose modulation

Retrospective Gating Helical without dose modulation
Cardiac Imaging Section CT Orderables with IMG Numbers

12017  CT Angio Cardiac Coronary Arteries
15455  CT Angio Cardiac Structures
12031  CT Cardiac Calcium Score
12068  CT Angio Peds Chest Gated
12018  CT Angio Chest and Abdomen Pelvis